
November 7, 2021

Nebraska Public Power District Board
Columbus, NE

On behalf of the League of Women Voters of Nebraska, we are writing in advance of your vote on a
proposed decarbonization goal for 2050. We urge you to support this important environmental goal and
encourage you to go beyond it by transitioning NPPD to 100% net zero carbon emissions by 2035.

The relentless rise of carbon dioxide emissions is creating a warming effect on our world causing
extreme weather events which are increasing in frequency with heavy precipitation, flooding, drought,
wildfires, and more. (N.O.A.A.). Dramatically reducing these emissions is critical to our future.
Nebraska can lead the way in environmental justice and renewable energy.

Although we rank 3rd nationally in wind potential and 13th in solar, Nebraska is far from reaching our
full potential. A recent UNL study found that 23.7% of Nebraska’s net GHG emissions in 2016 came
just from burning coal. This study should bolster ending Nebraska spending on Wyoming coal and
encourage supporting renewable energy projects that bring both jobs and property tax relief to rural
Nebraska communities.

Setting a decarbonization goal is not only economically prudent, but also critical to public health. It is
proven that vulnerable populations, such as low-income households, will be hit the hardest by climate
change. A Harvard University study found that fossil fuel toxic air pollution killed more than 8 million
people in 2018 – or almost 1 of every 5 deaths globally. A 2020 Yale study determined that 72% of U.S.
adults recognize that climate change is actively happening. By listening to energy consumers and
acknowledging scientific facts, the countless reasons to have a bold decarbonization goal appear
obvious.

We hope you will seriously consider the implications of your decisions and how Nebraska's children and
grandchildren will inherit your choices.

Thank you very much for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Janelle Stevenson and Megan Lyons
Co-Directors, Natural Resources and Energy
League of Women Voters of Nebraska


